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Boot Linux from USB Hard Disk
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About this Document
Having a laptop and not allowed to install Linux on its internal harddisk. However occasionally as on
business trips you like to use Linux with all your files. The following shows two ways of doing it:

1. A simple way with passing a kernel parameter (worth to try out)

2. A more complicated way with an initial ram (when the above has no sucess)

May 2005 I managed after a big effort to install Gentoo Linux on a USB Hard disk, so I like to share
my share my hardly gained experience with others to make their life more easy. In 2007 I discovered
the easy way with the kernel parameter. But in 2011 I faced a computer where the solution with the
kernel parameter did not work.

Other Linux distributions might be tweaked the same way, since all it touches is the boot loader and
the kernel.

Why to install Linux on a USB drive?
1. You can turn your company laptop into your private one without touching the company hard disk.

On business trips you will not carry two laptops.

2. You can shrink your PC-environment to a small USB device, that you can carry around in your
pocket.

3. You need it to do some recovery work on computer.

4. You can use the USB hard disk to install Linux on a computer not having a CD reader.

http://www.linurs.org/
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5. You want to explore and learn how Linux boots

BIOS
First your BIOS has to make the job. It has to be able to boot from USB. Go into setup of your BIOS
and check if your USB device is visible. Usually it appears as hard disk. Change the order of boot
devices, so your USB device is on top of the list.

If your BIOS does not support booting from BIOS, than this guide does not help. You might to check
if you can install the boot loader from somewhere else as CD or old fashion floppy.

Grub the boot loader
BIOS starts Grub and Grub lets you select the kernel to boot. The kernel is copied into Ram and Grub
starts the kernel and disappears.

Problem during boot
The kernel starts and looks for the root file system, but it is not easy for the kernels to find it when
needed. The BIOS software was used to load the kernel in RAM. However when the kernel gets alive,
it will start its own high sophisticated high performance USB drivers. A gap can occur where no
connection to the USB hard disk can be found. This can causes a failure of the boot process (Kernel
panics) or just a hang up during boot.

Solution with Kernel parameter
On 1 June 2007 I tested successfully a easy method to boot from the USB hard disk. There is the
kernel parameter rootdelay, that gives the kernel time to setup the connection to the USB hard disk and
therefore avoid that kernel panics occur. All necessary work to be done is in the file /boot/grub/
grub.config. There the kernel needs to be called with the rootdelay parameter. The example below
shows what has to be put into e /boot/grub/grub.config to get a 10s delay:

title=Gentoo Linux <version> rootdelay
root (hd0,0)
kernel /kernel-<version>-gentoo root=/dev/sda3 rootdelay=10

This solution is the preferred way, however it can happen that the kernel still does not boot. Therefore
the next solution follows.

Solution with INITRD
Before I discovered the solution with the kernel parameter, I used the following approach for over
two years. It can be consider as a historic way to do the same or it is a backup solution when the first
solution does not work or it might be helpful to solve some other boot issues.

Quick install
If you don't care about how it works but you just would like that it works try the following. If boot
works then it is fine, if not don't panic you need to do just some extra work, so jump to the next chapter.
Failures can have many reasons as:

You have an other system than 32bit x86 Linux
Version conflicts between kernel and stuff inside the initrd
The device file as /dev/sdb1 does not match with the setup
To try out if the prepared initrd works here the steps:
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1. Install Gentoo as written in the handbook except that you install it on the USB device.

2. If you compile the kernel go into the Device driver>Block devices section>RAM block device
support: CONFIG_BLK_DEV_RAM and in General Setup>Initial RAM filesystem and RAM
disk>CONFIG_BLK_DEV_INITRD are set.

3. Download initrd.gz from the Internet [http://www.linurs.org/download.html]and copy it to /boot.

cd /boot

wget http://www.linurs.org/download/initrd.gz

4. Modify your /boot/grub/grub.conf to have something as:

title=Gentoo Linux <ver> linuxrc
root (hd0,0)
kernel /kernel<ver>gentoo root=/dev/ram0 init=/linuxrc rw
initrd /boot/initrd.gz

5. Create a /initrd directory on your USB hard disk.

6. Now boot your PC and make sure it boots from the USB device first

How it works in Details

The boot concept

The concept is not using the USB at when the kernel boots. Something more quick and more easy to
access then the USB drive is the internal RAM. Grub supports to load a file into the RAM. The name
of this file is usually initrd (initial RAM disk) or if it is compressed initrd.gz. This single compressed
file is expanded to a root file system containing all necessary files required to boot.

Additionally to grub, the kernel supports such files. Add root=/dev/ram0 in grub to indicate to the
kernel to unzip the initrd.gz and mount it to the ram disk /dev/ram0. The file will be read from the
kernel via the device /dev/initrd and unpacked and written to /dev/ram0.

By default the kernel starts /sbin/init after boot.  /sbin/init accesses the /etc/initab that manages the
init V boot process with all its runlevels. To have it simple, you can pass init=/bin/sh to the kernel via
grub to let the kernel start the shell instead of /sbin/init, this might be helpful for debugging. With
the same mechanism you can tell the kernel to start the linuxrc script that is found in the initial RAM
disk mounted at /dev/ram0.

The linuxrc can be a script or an executable binary. However make sure that all files are in initrd that
linuxrc requires. e.g.: If linuxrc is a script, it can not run without bash, so copy bash to the initrd.
Note bash can not run, since its libraries are missing. Type ldd /bin/bashto see what you have and
to copy that the /lib directory of the initial ram disk. How to create a initrd.gz file and  linuxrc script
will follow later in this document.

It is up to the linuxrc script what will happen after the kernel is alive. To boot the following steps
are required:

1. Mount the USB disk to the initrd (e.g. under /new-root)

2. Flip the directory tree so that /new-root gets / and the the initrd gets /initrd using the pivot_root
command

3. Start /sbin/init in the new root / using chroot command

change root from the ram disk to the newly mounted USB hard disks. This is done via pivot_root
command followed by a regularly start of /sbin/init.

http://www.linurs.org/download.html
http://www.linurs.org/download.html
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Kernel

This document assumes that you are not use the Gentoo genkernel (since it already uses initrd and
linuxrc, it would get complicated dealing with two different initrd).

Putting all necessary kernel modules for the boot process into the kernel is the easy solution. Otherwise
the kernel would need to find those modules on some filesystem that might again not accessible.

Go into the Device driver&gt;Block devices section>RAM block device support: CONFIG_BLK_DE-
V_RAM and in General Setup>Initial RAM filesystem and RAM disk>CONFIG_BLK_DE-
V_INITRD are set.

Add also support for the loop devices to get /dev/loop, since this is required by the mkinitrd script
used to create and for customizing initrd.

How to install Gentoo on a USB Hard disk
First, a way how to work must be decided. One way is installing gentoo Linux on a USB hard disk
using a regular PC, where gentoo already is installed on the internal hard disk. Other methods are
knoppix or gentoo live cd. The USB hard disk gets formatted and installed as written in the Gentoo
installation handbook.

Modifications on the USB root filesystem
To do the modifications mount the USB hard disk and go into its mounting point (directory where
it is mounted).

Using mkdir ./initrd create a directory on your USB hard disk. This directory is used when the piv-
ot_root command has to move the initial ram disk.

How to create an initrd and linuxrc
As already mentioned, initrd is a file containing the contents of the ram disk (=root file system) that
will be used during the boot.

In the chrooted environment that you have if you setup Gentoo Linux according its handbook, create
a directory mkdir /root/USBHD that will get all necessary files including the  linuxrc script. The
previous section has described how to find out what files are necessary. A more simple approach is
downloading a prepared initrd and if necessary customize it. This is described in the next section.

To convert the /root/USBHD files in initrd.gz create first the mounting point mkdir /mnt/initrd.

The necessary commands to create the initrd.gz file might have to be repeated until the desired result
is achieved. To do this get the script:

cd /root

wget http://www.linurs.org/download/mkinitrd.tar.gz

tar -xzvf mkinitrd.tar.gz

The script takes all files from /root/USBHD, creates the necessary /dev files and creates from that the
initrd.gz file.

Observing the script shows that an empty initrd file with a certain size is first created by mkinitrd.
Then this file will be formated as ext2 and mounted to /mnt/initrd. Now it can be accessed as it would be
a regular filesystem on a memory stick. So all files can be copied there and /dev nodes can be created.

Finally the /mnt/initrd has to be unmounted and the now no more empty initrd has to be zipped to
initrd.gz.
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The script mkinitrd assumes that it has been put in /root. After having put the necessary files in /
root/USBHD and successfully running /root/mkinitrd /root/initrd.gz can be found. Finally cp /root/
initrd.gz /boot

Customizing the sample initrd.gz
Instead of finding out yourself, what you have to copy to /root/USBHD, you can make it the other way
round. Download my sample initrd.gz to /root and unpack it to have an initrd file.

cd /root

wget http://www.linurs.org/download/initrd.gz

gunzip initrd.gz

Mount this file:

mount -t ext2 -o loop /root/initrd /mnt/initrd

Edit the files directly in /mnt/initrd. Then unmount /mnt/initrd and gzip -9 initrd. Now you find a
customized initrd.gz.

Alternatively you can do

cp -R /mnt/initrd/* /root/USBHD

umount /mnt/initrd

and customize the files in /root/USBHD. Then start and do  /root/mkinitrd to create a customized
initrd.gz.

The following samples files will give you a good start for your customization:

initrd.gz [http://www.linurs.org/download.html]

mkinitrd [http://www.linurs.org/download.html]

Sample code for grub.conf one entry boots the system the other one ends up in a bash shell and is
meant for debugging reasons.

default 0
timeout 5
splashimage=(hd0,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz

title=Gentoo Linux <ver> linuxrc
root (hd0,0)
kernel /kernel-<ver>-gentoo root=/dev/ram0 init=/linuxrc rw
initrd /boot/initrd.gz

title=Gentoo Linux <ver> /bin/sh
root (hd0,0)
kernel /kernel-<ver>-gentoo root=/dev/ram0 init=/bin/sh rw
initrd /boot/initrd.gz

Creating initrd from scratch
OK, not really from scratch, but almost. Using the previous method to mount the initrd and then
observe and copy the desired stuff over and just redo the desired stuff.

Copy over the linuxrc file, this is the file that is called by the kernel and does all the magic stuff. It
is a very simple bash script:

http://www.linurs.org/download.html
http://www.linurs.org/download.html
http://www.linurs.org/download.html
http://www.linurs.org/download.html
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cp /mnt/initrd/linuxrc /root/USBHD

This is the first file for the new initrd built from scratch. If it would run on its own, we would probably
be already finished but it calls other programs that need to be put on /root/USBHD. So open it in a
text editor. As you see the following commands are required:

/bin/bash/
/bin/chroot
/bin/echo
/bin/mount
/bin/sleep
/sbin/pivot_root
cd is not a program, so no need to do anything.

Note

Before continuing with this time consuming work make sure you system is updated! So what
you will copy over is up-to date.

This means those commands need to be found in the chrooted environment and copied over including
their paths and permissions to /root/USBHD. The command whereis sleep helps to find the paths.

Unfortunately those programs require libraries to run so again go though their list and find out the
required libraries as ldd /bin/bash. Note that most of the libraries are just links to the actual libraries.
So copy the actual libraries to /root/USBHD/lib and then make a symbolic link. Ignore linux-gate.so
since it is produced by the kernel and put in RAM (ldd was also not able to find it on the hard).

Additional stuff to put in /root/USBHD that can be copied over (or for the addict be re-created man-
ually ) are

1. cd /root/USBHD/bin and ln -s bash sh to create this link, so sh can be called instead of bash as
commonly used in Linux

2. /etc with a dummy empty /etc/fstab file in it

3. /new-root an empty directory that is used to switch over root

4. /proc an empty directory

5. If you like more functionalities, especially when you like to call sh instead of linuxrc, then you can
add some more commands to /root/USBHD as , cat, ls and verify if new libraries are required.

When calling the mkinitrd script the /dev directory and the necessary device files are created.

In the old days hard disks as IDE where called /dev/hda1 so the first USB hard disk ended up to be /
dev/sda1. This has changed with SATA so the first internal hard disks is /dev/sda1. Therefore the USB
hard disk gets a name as /dev/sdb1. Verify this, and if necessary correct this in linuxrc.

Debugging the boot process
As mentioned a grub entry that calls /bin/sh instead of linuxrc it the way to go into the console where
the commands can be typed in. So everything that linuxrc does can be typed in manually and observing
the result. However to observe additional programs as cat and ls including their libraries should be
installed in the initrd.

References

Documents
man initrd
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man pivot_root

/usr/src/linux/Documentation/initrd.txt

Hints
1. Kernel panic - not syncing: No init found. Try passing init=option to kernel

It does not necessary mean that init=option did not happen, it can also be, that option or a depending
file is missing.

2. To check if the PC is alive plug in and out the USBHD and see if the system is alive and reports it.

3. ldd shows what libraries are required for your programs. e.g. type ldd /bin/sh

4. Take care about synchronizing issues and add some sleep commands to the linuxrc script to give
the kernel some time to find the USB hard disk and to mount it, before the linuxrc script goes too
many some steps ahead (not very clean synchronizing, but simple). Does not delay boot up time
too much since Linux is a real multitasking operating system. Other way around would be looking
into the /proc directory.

5. Have every module in the kernel necessary to boot, so no worry and problems to put them into
the initrd. Initrd and linuxrc are very specific to your application. It is some work to create them,
but a lot to learn.

6. To become familiar with the initrd approach, you can do a grub and initrd installation on a USB
memory stick.
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